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Fanni's Green Book
(1)
Fannis grønne bog (1)
Fanni's Green Book is the rst in a series of 10
small book, about the imaginative play of
Fanni. Currently nominated for one of the
prestigious prizes at the 28. Biennale of
Illustrations Bratislava and sold in translation
to China Mainland and South Korea.
Inger Tobiasen is one of the best-known
Danish illustrators of children’s books – with
her recognisable style, she catches the
sentiments of children beautifully and she has
provided artwork for many books, also by
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other authors.

Category: Children's Books

SYNOPSIS

Sub-category: Picture Books (2-5 years)
Fanni wants to sleep. Dragon wants to sleep too, but his stomach rumbles, and
he farts, and Fanni does not like that. She moves farther away, but Dragon's fart
sounds very loud, so eventually Fanni wipes him away with her eraser. She still
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can't sleep because now she misses Dragon and therefore she draws him again
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with her green crayon. Now they can both sleep. Good night.

English sample translations. Chinese
translation by UTOP.

REVIEWS
"A reader reported that her 5-year-old child suffers from high-functioning
autism. This is the rst time he has read a book in its entirety and read 5 titles at
a time. Our editor felt sincerely happy. Thank you very much for your creativity
and work. Somewhere in the world, there is a child who is happy because of
reading your series. It is a very remarkable achievement." – (Note to the author
from her Chinese publisher: Beijing Yutian Hanfeng Book Co., Ltd)
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